
INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING FOR CORROSION PROTECTION

VCXT™
Very Critical eXtreme Temperature isolation set

The GPT VCXT™ flange insulating kit is comprised of an insulating gasket, insulating 
sleeves, insulating washers and metal backing washers. The insulating gasket is 
constructed from a machined metal core utilizing a serrated profile. The metal core 
is faced with THERMa-PUR™, a proprietary high temperature sealing material that out 
performs vermiculite and mica. Correct gasket location is ensured by the use of a 
Garlock 5500 spacer ring, located around the periphery of the serrated metal core.

SERVICE

GPT™ high temperature flange insulation sets are specifically designed to create 
a seal and maintain electrical isolation across a wide range of seating stresses 
and flange classes in elevated temperature service. They can be utilized in load 
compromised connections; such as damaged and/or lined flanges and also heavily 
bolted connections where significant gasket stresses may be generated. In addition 
to the relatively high compression characteristics of the facing material, isolation 
performance can be achieved over a wide range of flange surface finishes. Please 
reference the VCXT data sheet. The use of THERMa-PUR™ as the sealing material 
pushes the performance of the GPT VCXT™ insulation kit beyond the temperature 
capability of traditional insulation sets based on vermiculite, mica or glass/epoxy 
sealing technology. THERMa-PUR™ is designated as fire safe, complying with the 
requirements of the oil and gas industry’s recognized API 607 and API 6FB fire 
tests. Contact GPT product management for certification information.

Operational pressure range: 
 » Full vacuum to ASME B16.5 2500lb

Operational temperature range:
 » -328˚F to 770˚F (-200˚C to 410˚C) 

THERMa-PUR™ is suitable for sealing across a wide 
range of chemicals (pH 0-14) and sweet and sour 
gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons. Reference the 
chemical compatibilty chart.
The standard 316L core and washer metallurgy are 
NACE (MRO175) compliant. 
The insulating gasket and washers have been 
designed and developed for use in standard 
pipeline flanges where both cathodic protection 
and high integrity sealing are required at elevated 
service temperatures. For non-standard bolted 
connections please consult your regional GPT 
sales manager or GPT engineering at:
gpt.engineering@gptindustries.com
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY:

Each GPT VCXT™ insulating set comprises the following components: 
High Temperature Insulating Gasket-1 per flange. High Temperature 
Insulating Sleeves-1 per flange bolt. High Temperature Insulating 
Washers-2 per flange bolt. Metallic Backing Washers-2 per flange bolt.
Please contact your GPT sales manager when specific operating 
parameters requires confirmation of appropriate materials. 

PRODUCT BENEFITS:

 » Highest temperature rated isolating product available

 » Firesafe per API 607 and API 6FB testing

 » A better option for steam applications than GRE

 » Sizes available ½” – 24” NPS

 » Wide range of chemical resistance 


